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INTRODUCTION
Project Name: Youth in Harmony

Organizator: BVB

Partners: Czechia, Italy,Greece

AIMS

THREE RELEVANT
TOPICS ADDRESSED

Creativity and culture
EU Citizenship, EU awareness and Democracy
Social dialogue

The project aims and provides to discover 1)
new cultures, melodies, musical works of

participating countries, 2) the rich and
diverse of European heritage and 3) a

common understanding and intercultural
dialogue between youth and 4) encouraging

to preserve their cultural heritage.
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WHAT THEY HAVE LEARNED

 
 

The target group consists of young people with very different backgrounds. The approach of BVB fits
to the needs of youngsters, and we think this is the right methodology for the whole group. When
developing an activity, we start from the interests and abilities of the participants themselves. They
help to determine the program and the rate at which this is done (tailored to each participant
individually).  
Participants learn in a safe environment where they can develop and emancipate themselves.
Participants will share stories and reflect in group on these stories. International mixed groups are
formed by the start of the exchange, youngsters had to talk and work together. As they learn from
each other’s stories, they did experience differences and similarities in cultural backgrounds,
individual opinions,... and they also saw their own identity, partly as a product of their own
environment.When they work something out for the final presentation (exhibition). Particpants learn
the mechanisms of communication, in particular about the perception of Turkey and the EU in
different countries. Participants learnt to use applications and digital tools on smartphones, tablets,
pc (mentimeter, touchcast, and other freeware video applications).



What is Erasmus+ Programme and
Youthpass?

During the project, participants be aware
about both Erasmus+ programme and

Youthpass. They also had a chance to take
a look at 8 Key Competences.



Participants from Turkey, Greece, Czechia and Italy did
colourful presentations about their national

instruments, songs, artists and stories behind musics.
Thanks to this activity, they had a chance to analyse
and listen differences and similarities between each

other. Also, they are very aware of why heritage is very
important for now and future.



 

They worked....

They played...

 H A R M O N Y !
We say again: Youth in Harmony...

for



ONLINE EVALUATIONS



This report is prepared by the "Youth in
Harmony Newsteam"

When a project ends, another project
begins...

Follow us on social media with "@bilgivebeceri"


